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Best Pair of Two Skew Lines
over the Octonions
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Abstract. This is a work on an application of octonions to Analytic
Geometry. In the octonionic context, the orthogonal projection of a
point onto a straight line is presented. Further, the best approximation
pair of points of two skew lines over the octonions is studied.

Keywords. Octonion equation of a line, orthogonal projection, inner
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1. Introduction

A concept that is deeply related to the vector cross product in the real linear
space 7 is that of a real composition algebra. Concretely, we have a real
algebra (U, ∗) endowed with a nondegenerate quadratic form (the norm) N :
U → which is multiplicative, i.e., for any x, y ∈ U ,

N(x ∗ y) = N(x)N(y).

From the norms of these type of algebras, that can be either anisotropic
or isotropic, arises a dichotomy: either they are division algebras or split
algebras, respectively. Assuming anisotropy, Hurwitz Theorem, generalized
in [6], asserts that the only finite dimensional real composition algebras with
identity are, up to isomorphism, the non-split ones of the: real numbers,
; complex numbers, ; quaternions, ; octonions, . Consequently, as it

was shown in [4], if it is possible to define a vector cross product in the
real Euclidean space n, satisfying the same requirements as the usual one
considered in 3, then n = 1 (trivial case), n = 3 or n = 7.

Let us recall that the usual real linear space 7 can be regarded as the
real linear space Im of the pure octonions and, indeed, one can formulate
the definition of the vector cross product × in 7 in terms of the product
of octonions. These hypercomplex numbers play an important role both in
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Mathematics and in Physics. For instance, in [3], connections with Clifford
algebras, spinors, Bott periodicity, projective and Lorentzian geometry, Jor-
dan algebras, exceptional Lie groups, quantum logic, special relativity and
supersymmetry are described. Some motivations and applications for non-
associative Physics may also be found in [13].

During the last years, a considerably amount of work pointed out the
possibility that the nature may have more than the common four time-space
dimensions (e.g., Kaluza-Klein theories, [1]). The extra dimensions are un-
observable thanks to their compactness, but they are particularly relevant in
the framework of the Standard-Model for particle physics and the attempts
to solve the so called hierarchy problem (e.g., [2], [14], [12]). The hierarchy
problem concerns the fact that it is not known why the weak force in the
Universe is much stronger (typically 1032 times more) than the gravity force.
Recently, it was shown in [11] that if the fundamental particles, the fermions,
are assumed to have seven time-spatial dimensions then the above problem
could be solved.

In this work, within the octonionic context, we consider an Analytic
Geometry problem that once was dealt in [16] concerning quaternions. We
obtain, in Section 3, the orthogonal projection of the origin of the coordinates
onto an octonion equation of a straight line. Moreover, taking the norm of
the pure octonion, belonging to the given line, which is closest to the origin,
we find the distance from the mentioned point to this line.

The cited problem is then extended, in Section 4, to the case of the
orthogonal projection of an external point onto a line over the octonions.
One possible approach would be to use an adequate translation, the results
in Section 3 and, at the end of the process, the inverse translation. Instead
of this, we give a geometric construction where properties of the octonions
are applied.

Finally, the best pair of two skew lines over the octonions is obtained
in Section 5. In other words, we present the points defining the shortest
segment connecting two skew lines over the octonions, allowing us to compute
the distance between those lines. As our ground space is an inner product
one, by [7], we have guaranteed the existence and uniqueness of the best
approximation points we are looking for.

Since we apply properties of the product of octonions and of the cross
product of vectors in 7 throughout the work, several results on octonions
and some specification for pure octonions are needed. Furthermore, important
technical role is played by the inner product of two octonions and by the
double cross product of vectors in 7. This set of notions and results is
exposed in the next section.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, our main sources are the works [8], [9] and [16].
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2.1. The product of octonions

Here are presented two procedures for multiplying octonions: a table and a
matrix multiplication.

Let ( , ∗) be the classical real algebra of the octonions with basis
{e0, . . . , e7} and multiplication table

* e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
e0 e0 e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
e1 e1 −e0 e3 −e2 e5 −e4 e7 −e6
e2 e2 −e3 −e0 e1 e6 −e7 −e4 e5
e3 e3 e2 −e1 −e0 −e7 −e6 e5 e4
e4 e4 −e5 −e6 e7 −e0 e1 e2 −e3
e5 e5 e4 e7 e6 −e1 −e0 −e3 −e2
e6 e6 −e7 e4 −e5 −e2 e3 −e0 e1
e7 e7 e6 −e5 −e4 e3 e2 −e1 −e0

Table 1. Octonion multiplication table, [8].

where e0 is the identity element. From the above table, by bilinearity, the
product of any two octonions can be obtained. Recall also that ∼= 8

and, so, the elements in {e0, e1, . . . , e7} can be identified with the ones in the
canonical basis {(1, 0, 0 . . . , 0), (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)} of the usual
real vector space 8.

In the exhibited table, it is possible to observe that: ei and ej anticom-
mute for i �= j; e1, . . . , e7 are square roots of −e0. Together with two rules (the
last observation; e0 is the identity), the Fano plane mnemonic totally des-
cribes the algebra structure of the octonions. In the figure below we present
the Fano diagram for the previous octonion multiplication table, where the
cyclic ordering of each three elements lying on the same line is shown by the
arrows.

e6

e3

e1

e4

e5

e7

e2

Figure 1. Fano plane for the octonion multiplication in Ta-
ble 1.

See [3] for more details, namely the fact that the Fano plane is the projective
plane over the field 2 = {0, 1}, which leads to a certain picture of the octo-
nions. Furthermore, the mentioned reference describes other constructions of
the octonions: through the Cayley-Dickson process; using Clifford algebras.
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Hereinafter, in order to simplify notations, e0 will be denoted by 1,
which in turn will be omitted most times and so a generic octonion g will
simply be written as

g = g0 +

7∑
i=1

giei, where gj ∈ for j ∈ {0, . . . , 7}.

In order to determine the product a ∗ b of two octonions, instead of
using the multiplication table, the ordinary multiplication of two convenient
matrices as in [8] may be used:

a ∗ b =




a0 −a1 −a2 −a3 −a4 −a5 −a6 −a7
a1 a0 −a3 a2 −a5 a4 −a7 a6
a2 a3 a0 −a1 −a6 a7 a4 −a5
a3 −a2 a1 a0 a7 a6 −a5 −a4
a4 a5 a6 −a7 a0 −a1 −a2 a3
a5 −a4 −a7 −a6 a1 a0 a3 a2
a6 a7 −a4 a5 a2 −a3 a0 −a1
a7 −a6 a5 a4 −a3 −a2 a1 a0







b0
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7




.

2.2. Conjugate, norm and inverse of octonions

Here some notations and results on octonions are collected. We write an
octonion p as the sum of its scalar part S(p) and its vector part �V (p):

p = p0 +

7∑
i=1

piei = p0 + �p = S(p) + �V (p).

A few particularizations for pure octonions, that is, octonions with scalar
part equal to 0, are listed.

The conjugate of an octonion p is pc = p0 − �p = S(p)− �V (p), the norm
of p is N(p) = p ∗ pc = pc ∗ p and the inverse of p ( �= 0) is p−1 = 1

N(p)p
c.

We have also, for any p, q ∈ , the following properties:

(p+ q)c = pc + qc, (p ∗ q)c = qc ∗ pc, N(p ∗ q) = N(p)N(q).

Next we specify some notions and properties of octonions to the case of

pure octonions. For every pure octonion p = 0 + �p = 0 + �V (p), we have:

(�p)c = −�p, (�p ∗ �q)c = �q ∗ �p and N(�p) = −�p ∗ �p.

If in addition we have �p �= �0, then:

(�p)−1 = − 1

N(�p)
�p, [(�p)−1]c = −(�p)−1, N [(�p)−1] =

1

N(�p)
, (�p)−1 ∗ (�p)−1 = − 1

N(�p)
.

2.3. Parallelism and orthogonality of octonions

After defining an inner product of octonions, it is natural to think on the
angle between two octonions. Here we restrict ourselves to two extreme cases:
parallel and perpendicular octonions.
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Definition 2.1. [16] The inner product < p, q > of two octonions p and q is
given by

< p, q > = S(p ∗ qc).
Further, two octonions p and q are perpendicular (or orthogonal) if S(p∗qc) =
0 and parallel if �V (p ∗ qc) = �0.

We can now state one more property for any two pure distinct octonions
�p and �q:

�p ∗ �q = −�q ∗ �p if and only if �p, �q are perpendicular.

Definition 2.2. [16] Two octonions p and q have parallel vector parts if �V (p) =

α�V (q) for some α ∈ .

Notice that the non-parallel octonions 1 + e1 and −e1 have parallel
vector parts. So, the definitions of parallel octonions and the preceding one
are not equivalent. However, as we will see in Subsection 2.5, they coincide
for pure octonions.

2.4. Alternativity of octonions

Despite the non-associativity of octonions, a weak form of associativity holds.

Theorem 2.3. [16] The algebra ( , ∗) is alternative, that is, for any octonions
p and q,

(p ∗ p) ∗ q = p ∗ (p ∗ q) and q ∗ (p ∗ p) = (q ∗ p) ∗ p.

Beyond the well known previous theorem, we recall that the alternativity
of an algebra implies the validity of the Moufang identities, [16]. In particular,
for any octonions p, q and r,

(p ∗ q) ∗ (r ∗ p) = p ∗ (q ∗ r) ∗ p. (2.1)

Both results will be needed in the search for the best approximation point.

2.5. Vectors of 7 as pure octonions

We have to deal, in this work, with vectors in the usual real vector space
7 equipped with the corresponding Euclidean metric ‖ · ‖. Since the space

Im = {q ∈ : S(q) = 0} of the pure octonions can be isomorphically iden-
tified with 7, we do some operations with the mentioned vectors considering
them either as pure octonions or as vectors. So the usual products of vectors
are presented and some identities are taken into consideration. For the dot,
cross and triple scalar products in 7, we again favour the matrix approach.
The usual notations, where Bc7 = {�e1, . . . , �e7} stands for the canonical basis
of 7, are considered.

�m =
7∑

i=1

mi�ei =




m1

m2

m3

...
m7




with �e1 =




1
0
0
...
0



, �e2 =




0
1
0
...
0



, . . . , �e7 =




0
0
0
...
1
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i) Vector dot product
We have

�p • �q =
7∑

i=1

piqi.

ii) Vector cross product
For the cross product of two vectors in 7, we present a multipli-

cation table for the unit vectors in Bc7 and also a matrix procedure.
a) The table is the subsequent one.

× �e1 �e2 �e3 �e4 �e5 �e6 �e7
�e1 �0 �e3 −�e2 �e5 −�e4 �e7 −�e6
�e2 −�e3 �0 �e1 �e6 −�e7 −�e4 �e5
�e3 �e2 −�e1 �0 −�e7 −�e6 �e5 �e4
�e4 −�e5 −�e6 �e7 �0 �e1 �e2 −�e3
�e5 �e4 �e7 �e6 −�e1 �0 −�e3 −�e2
�e6 −�e7 �e4 −�e5 −�e2 �e3 �0 �e1
�e7 �e6 −�e5 −�e4 �e3 �e2 −�e1 �0

Table 2. Vector cross product multiplication table in 7.

From this table, by bilinearity, we obtain the cross product of any
two vectors �p, �q ∈ 7,

�p× �q =

(
7∑

i=1

pi�ei

)
×

(
7∑

i=1

qi�ei

)
.

b) The matrix procedure in [8] is as follows.

�p× �q = M�p�q =




0 −p3 p2 −p5 p4 −p7 p6
p3 0 −p1 −p6 p7 p4 −p5

−p2 p1 0 p7 p6 −p5 −p4
p5 p6 −p7 0 −p1 −p2 p3

−p4 −p7 −p6 p1 0 p3 p2
p7 −p4 p5 p2 −p3 0 −p1

−p6 p5 p4 −p3 −p2 p1 0







q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
q7




iii) Triple scalar product
As �p× �q • �r = �r • �p× �q, we write

�p× �q • �r =




r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7




T 


0 −p3 p2 −p5 p4 −p7 p6
p3 0 −p1 −p6 p7 p4 −p5

−p2 p1 0 p7 p6 −p5 −p4
p5 p6 −p7 0 −p1 −p2 p3

−p4 −p7 −p6 p1 0 p3 p2
p7 −p4 p5 p2 −p3 0 −p1

−p6 p5 p4 −p3 −p2 p1 0







q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
q7



.
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In what follows, we use the standard notation G(�p, �q) for the Gram
determinant of �p and �q.

Proposition 2.4. [15] For the vectors �p, �q, �r ∈ 7, the following holds:

1. �p× �q = �0 if and only if �p and �q are linearly dependent;
2. �p× �q • �r = 0, whenever �p, �q, �r are linearly dependent;

3. (�p× �q) • (�p× �q) =

∣∣∣∣
�p • �p �p • �q
�q • �p �q • �q

∣∣∣∣ = G(�p, �q).

Proposition 2.5. [8] For any two octonions p = p0 + �p and q = q0 + �q,

p ∗ q = p0q0 − �p • �q + q0�p+ p0�q + �p× �q.

From this proposition and recalling some of the properties listed in the
end of Subsection 2.2 we obtain the following identities.

Corollary 2.6. We have

�p ∗ �q = −�p • �q + �p× �q, �p ∗ �p = −�p • �p = −‖�p‖2 = −N(�p),

p ∗ p−1 = 1 (p �= 0), �p ∗ (�p)−1 = 1 (�p �= �0),

γ ∗ p = γp0 + γ�p, with γ ∈ and γ ∗ �p = γ�p, with γ ∈ .

The subsequent result justifies the equivalence between the two first
representations for a straight line over the octonions in Section 3.

Corollary 2.7. For any pure octonions �p and �q, �p and �q have parallel vector
parts if and only if �p and �q are parallel.

Proof. If �V (�p) = α�V (�q) for some α ∈ then �V (�p ∗ (�q)c) = �V (α�q ∗ (�q)c) =
�V (αN(�q)) = �0. Hence, �p and �q are parallel octonions.

Suppose now that �V (�p ∗ (�q)c) = �0. So, by Proposition 2.5, �p× (�q)c = �0.

Then �p× �q = �0. Thus, �p = β�q for some β ∈ . �

2.6. Double vector cross product in 7

The vector cross product in 7 is not associative, so we need to take a substi-
tute, in some sense, for the associative law. This can be done, considering the
double vector cross product in 7, through an extension of the Grassmann
identity in 3, [5].

Theorem 2.8. [9] For �p, �q, �r ∈ 7, we have

�p× (�q × �r) = �q(�p • �r)− �r(�p • �q) + 1

3
J(�p, �q, �r),

where the Jacobian J is the alternate trilinear application defined by

J(�p, �q, �r) = �p× (�q × �r) + �q × (�r × �p) + �r × (�p× �q).

Corollary 2.9. For vectors in 7 the following holds:

1. �p× (�q × �p) = �q(�p • �p)− �p(�p • �q);
2.

[
(�p× �q) ∗ (�q)−1

]
× �q = �p× �q (�q �= �0).
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Proof. The result (1) is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem.
As far as (2), invoking the alternativity of octonions, we have

(
�a ∗ (�q)−1

)
× �q = �V ((�a ∗ (�q)−1) ∗ �q)

= − 1
N(�q)

�V ((�a ∗ �q) ∗ �q)
= − 1

N(�q)
�V (�a ∗ (�q ∗ �q))

= �V (�a ∗ ((q)−1 ∗ �q))
= �V (�a).

The proof ends taking �a = �p× �q, since �V (�a) = �a. �

3. Point of Minimum Euclidean Norm of the Octonion Line

An extension to the octonionic context is made of what appears in [16]
concerning the quaternion equation of a straight line. However, the non-
associativity of the octonions has to be taken into account.

We write the octonion equation of a line and then look for the point
onto this line which is at the shortest distance from O, the origin of the
coordinates.

In what follows, taking into account the identification of 7 with Im ,

we consider the vectors �a,�b, �x ∈ 7, �b �= �0, as pure octonions, i.e., �a,�b, �x are
the vector parts of the pure octonions a, b, x. Moreover, in the present section
and in the following ones, through a vectorization of the affine space 7, the
end-point of a position vector (with respect to O) in 7 is identified with
that vector.

An equation of the line passing through the end-point of the position

vector �a with direction �b is

�x = �a+ α�b, α ∈ , (3.1)

where �x is the position vector of the generic point on the line with respect to

the origin O. The pure octonions �x−�a and �b have parallel vector parts if and

only if �V [(�x− �a) ∗ (�b)c] = �0, this being equivalent to (�x− �a)×�b = �0. Hence

�x×�b = �a×�b (3.2)

is another representation of the line given in (3.1).
Concerning the problem of finding the point of the straight line (3.1)

having minimum Euclidean norm, by using octonions, we must state that
we are mainly interested in the construction method, since the existence and
uniqueness of this point is guaranteed by the following result.

Theorem 3.1. [10, Thm. 1, page 64] Let T be a subspace of n, �a a fixed
element in n and consider the linear variety �a + T denoted by V . Then
there is a unique vector �s in V of minimum Euclidean norm. Furthermore, �s
is orthogonal to T .

In order to find the above mentioned point, the representation (3.2) is
more adequate.
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Proposition 3.2. Let us consider the octonion equation (3.2) of a straight line.
Then

1. another representation of the line in (3.2) is �x = (−�b•�x+�a×�b)∗ (�b)−1;

2. N(�x) =
(−�b•�x)

2

N(�b)
+N [(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1];

3. the octonions (�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1 and �b are orthogonal.

Proof. (1) Multiplying both members of equation (3.2), on the right, by the

pure octonion (�b)−1, we arrive at (�x×�b)∗ (�b)−1 = �M ∗ (�b)−1, where, here and

in the rest of the proof, �M = �a×�b is a pure octonion. We have

(�x×�b) ∗ (�b)−1 = −(�x×�b) • (�b)−1 + (�x×�b)× (�b)−1

= − 1

N(�b)
[−(�x×�b) •�b+ (�x×�b)×�b]

= − 1

N(�b)
[0−�b× (�x×�b)]

= − 1

N(�b)
[−�x(�b •�b) +�b(�b • �x)]

= − 1

N(�b)
[−N(�b)�x+ (�b • �x)�b]

= �x− (�b•�x)
N(�b)

�b

= �x+ (�b • �x)(�b)−1.

Thus, we conclude that �x = (−�b • �x+ �M) ∗ (�b)−1.

(2) Let us put γ = −�b • �x. We get

N(�x) = [γ ∗ (�b)−1 + �M ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ [γ ∗ (�b)−1 + �M ∗ (�b)−1]c

= [γ(�b)−1 + �M ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ [γ(�b)−1 + �M ∗ (�b)−1]c

= [γ(�b)−1 + �M ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ [(−γ)(�b)−1 + (�b)−1 ∗ �M ]

= (−γ2)(�b)−1 ∗ (�b)−1 + [ �M ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ [(�b)−1 ∗ �M ]

= γ2

N(�b)
+N [ �M ∗ (�b)−1].

(3) By the alternativity of octonions, we have

[ �M ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ (�b)c = 1

N(�b)
[ �M ∗�b] ∗�b = 1

N(�b)
�M ∗ [�b ∗�b] = − �M ∗ [(�b)−1 ∗�b].

Whence, [ �M ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ (�b)c = − �M with S(− �M) = 0. �

We are now in conditions to give an answer to the problem stated in
the beginning of this section.

Proposition 3.3. Let l be the line given by

�x = �a+ α�b, α ∈ ,

or, equivalently, by

�x×�b = �a×�b, (3.3)

where �a, �b, �x ∈ Im with �b �= �0. Then �s = (�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1 is the point on the
line which is nearest to the origin of the coordinates.
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Proof. We look for a pure octonion �s orthogonal to the pure octonion�b. From
assertion (2) in Proposition 3.2, we get the minimum norm octonion �x if and

only if �x is orthogonal to �b, that is, S(�x ∗ (�b)c) = �x • �b = 0. But assertion

(3) in the same proposition states that (�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1 and �b are orthogonal.
Thus, it must be

�s = ±(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1.

But −(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1 does not belong to the line in (3.3). Indeed, we have

−(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1 = −[−(�a×�b) • (�b)−1 + (�a×�b)× (�b)−1]

= 1

N(�b)

[
−(�a×�b) •�b+ (�a×�b)×�b

]

= 1

N(�b)
(�a×�b)×�b.

Henceforth,

−[(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1]×�b = 1

N(�b)
((�a×�b)×�b)×�b

=
(
− 1

N(�b)

)
�b× ((�a×�b)×�b)

= − 1

N(�b)
[(�a×�b)(�b •�b)−�b(�b • (�a×�b))]

= − 1

N(�b)
N(�b)(�a×�b)

= −�a×�b.

We conclude that the pure octonion (�a×�b)∗(�b)−1 is the orthogonal projection
of the origin onto the line l. �

Corollary 3.4. The Euclidean distance d(O, l) between the origin of the coor-
dinates and the line l defined by

�x = �a+ α�b, α ∈ ,

where �a, �b, �x ∈ Im with �b �= �0, is given by

d2(O, l) =
G(�a,�b)

N(�b)
.

Proof. Invoking the Moufang identity (2.1), we obtain

N [(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1] = [(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ [(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1]c

= [(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ [(�b)−1 ∗ (�a×�b)]

= (�a×�b) ∗ [(�b)−1 ∗ (�b)−1] ∗ (�a×�b)

=
(
− 1

N(�b)

)
(�a×�b) ∗ (�a×�b)

= − 1

N(�b)
[−(�a×�b) • (�a×�b) + (�a×�b)× (�a×�b)]

= 1

N(�b)
(�a×�b) • (�a×�b)

= G(�a,�b)

N(�b)
. �
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4. Projection of an External Point onto a Line on the
Octonions

In Proposition 3.3, we obtained the projection of the origin of the coordinates
onto an octonion line. In order to reach the orthogonal projection of any point
onto a given straight line, we will make no use of translations. To go on with
this alternative procedure, we will need the following preliminary result (see
[7, Théo. 2.2.5, page 45] or [10, Theo. 2, page 51] for a more general result).

Theorem 4.1. Let T be a subspace of n, �p a fixed element in n and consider
the linear variety �p + T denoted by V . A necessary and sufficient condition
that �q ∈ V be the best approximation of �m /∈ V onto V is that �q − �m be
orthogonal to T (�q − �m ⊥ T ).

Proposition 4.2. Let us consider the line

l�p : �x = �p+ α�u, �p, �x, �u ∈ Im with �u �= �0, α ∈ ,

a given point �m external to l�p and the line

l�m : �x = �m+ β�u, �m, �x, �u ∈ Im with �u �= �0, β ∈ .

Then the orthogonal projection l�p (�m) of the point �m onto l�p is given by

�s�p = �x�p − �x�m + �m,

where �x�p and �x�m are, respectively, the orthogonal projections of O, the origin
of the coordinates, onto the lines l�p and l�m.

Proof. Using Proposition 3.3, we first compute �x�p and �x�m. We have

�x�p = (�p× �u) ∗ (�u)−1
and �x�m = (�m× �u) ∗ (�u)−1

.

By Proposition 3.2,

�x�p, �x�m ⊥ �u. (4.1)

Let us take �w = �m− �x�m and consider

�s�p = �x�p + �w = �x�p + �m− �x�m.

Figure 2. �s�p, the orthogonal projection of �m onto l�p.
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According to the Theorem 4.1, in order to prove that �s�p = l�p (�m), we
must show that

�s�p − �m ⊥ �u.

We have:

(�s�p − �m) ∗ (�u)c = (�x�p − �x�m) ∗ (�u)c = �x�p ∗ (�u)c − �x�m ∗ (�u)c.

Due to (4.1), it is possible to write

S (�x�p ∗ (�u)c) = 0 = S (�x�m ∗ (�u)c) .

Thus, S [(�s�p − �m) ∗ (�u)c] = 0. �

Remark 4.3. �s�p is, in fact, the projection of the point �m onto the line l�p.
On the one hand, Theorem 3.1 assures us that �s�p is orthogonal to �u. On the
other hand, recalling the result (2) of Corollary 2.9, we have

�s�p × �u = (�x�p + �m− �x�m)× �u = �xP × �u− �x�m × �u+ �m× �u.

=
[
(�p× �u) ∗ (�u)−1

]
× �u−

[
(�m× �u) ∗ (�u)−1

]
× �u+ �m× �u

= �p× �u− �m× �u+ �m× �u = �p× �u,

proving that �s�p ∈ l�p, according to the alternative equation �x× �u = �p× �u of
l�p.

Example. Let us consider the line

l�p : �x = �p+ α�u, α ∈ ,

where �p =
[
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

]T
and �u =

[
2 3 4 1 3 −1 2

]T
,

the point

�m =
[
0 1 0 1 0 1 0

]T

external to l�p and the line l�m : �x = �m+ β�u, β ∈ . Using Proposition 4.2,

l�p (�m) = �s�p = �x�p − �x�m + �m = − 1

N (�u)
[(�p− �m)× �u] ∗ �u+ �m.

As (�p− �m)× �u is given by

M�p−�m�u =




0 −1 0 −1 0 −1 0
1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1
0 1 0 1 0 −1 0
1 0 −1 0 −1 0 1
0 −1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 −1 0 −1
0 1 0 −1 0 1 0







2
3
4
1
3

−1
2



=




−3
−1
5

−3
−3
1
1



,

then
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l�p (�m) = − 1
44




0 3 1 −5 3 3 −1 −1
−3 0 −5 −1 3 −3 −1 1
−1 5 0 3 −1 1 −3 3
5 1 −3 0 1 1 3 3

−3 −3 1 −1 0 3 1 5
−3 3 −1 −1 −3 0 5 −1
1 1 3 −3 −1 −5 0 3
1 −1 −3 −3 −5 1 −3 0







0
2
3
4
1
3

−1
2




+




0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0




=
[
0 1

2
1
4 0 3

4
1
4

5
4

1
2

]T
.

5. Distance between Two Skew Lines over the Octonions

The distance between two given (skew) lines l�p and l�q is the length of the
shortest segment connecting the two lines. In order to find it, in this section,
the main role is played by the generic point of each line.

Proposition 5.1. Let be given two skew lines over the octonions,

l�p : �x = �p+ α�u and l�q : �x = �q + β�v,

where �p, �q, �x, �u,�v are pure octonions with �u �= �0 and �v �= �0, α, β ∈ . Then,
the best approximation pair

(�s�p, �s�q) ∈ l�p × l�q

of points which are the extremities of the shortest line segment connecting the
lines l�p and l�q is given by

(�s�p (β
∗) , �s�q (α

∗)) , that is, (�p+ α∗�u, �q + β∗�v),

where (α∗, β∗) ∈ × is the unique exact solution of the overdetermined
consistent system {

�s�p (β) = �pG (α)

�s�q (α) = �qG (β)
, (5.1)

with �pG (α) and �qG (β) generic elements of the lines l�p and l�q, respectively.

Proof. This can basically be described as a doubling procedure of projection
of two generic points, each one belonging to the respective line, and such that
each one is projected on the other following the method pointed in Section
4. Thus, in order to solve (5.1), we must find generic elements �pG (α) ∈ l�p
and �qG (β) ∈ l�q such that �pG (α) (resp., �qG (β)) is the orthogonal projection
of �qG (β) (resp., �pG (α)) on l�p (resp., on l�q). �

Corollary 5.2. The best approximation points of the lines l�p and l�q are �p +
α∗�u ∈ l�p and �q + β∗�v ∈ l�q, where the pair (α∗, β∗) ∈ × is given by{

(�p× �u) ∗ (�u)−1 − (�qG (β)× �u) ∗ (�u)−1
+ �qG (β) = �pG (α)

(�q × �v) ∗ (�v)−1 − (�pG (α)× �u) ∗ (�v)−1
+ �pG (α) = �qG (β) .

(5.2)

Proof. Applying Proposition 4.2, it is possible to observe that the simulta-
neous equations (5.1) are equivalent to (5.2). �
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Corollary 5.3. The best approximation points of the lines l�p and l�q are �p +
α∗�u ∈ l�p and �q + β∗�v ∈ l�q, where the pair (α∗, β∗) ∈ × is obtained from




�p− �p•�u
N(�u) �u+ �qG(β)•�u

N(�u) �u = �pG (α)

�q − �q•�v
N(�v) �v + �pG(α)•�v

N(�v) �v = �qG (β) .
(5.3)

Proof. Analogously to a part of the proof of (1) in Proposition 3.2, we deduce

(�a×�b) ∗ (�b)−1 = �a− �a •�b
N(�b)

�b.

Thus, the system (5.2) can be written as (5.3). �

Remark 5.4. The consistency of the system is a consequence of a so-called
Classical Projection Theorem [10, page 51] on Hilbert spaces. It can also
result as a double and simultaneous application of Theorem 4.1.

Example. Let us consider two skew lines

l�p : �x = �p+ α�u, α ∈ and l�q : �x = �q + β�v, β ∈ ,

where

�p =
[
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

]T
, �u =

[
2 3 4 1 3 −1 2

]T
,

and

�q =
[
0 1 0 1 0 1 0

]T
, �v =

[
0 1 0 −1 0 1 0

]T
.

In order to apply Corollary 5.3, we have N (�u) = 44, N (�v) = 3, �p • �u = 14
and �q • �v = 1. Further, since

�pG (α) =
[
1 + 2α 1 + 3α 1 + 4α 1 + α 1 + 3α 1− α 1 + 2α

]T

and

�qG (β) =
[
0 1 + β 0 1− β 0 1 + β 0

]T
,

we have �qG (β) • �u = 3 + β and �pG (α) • �v = 1 + α. Replacing in (5.3) and
solving the system, we get:

α∗ = − 33

131
and β∗ = − 11

131
.

Finally, the best approximation pair is (�s�p, �s�q), where

�s�p = �p+

(
− 33

131

)
�u =

[
65
131

32
131 − 1

131
98
131

32
131

164
131

65
131

]T

and

�s�q = �q +

(
− 11

131

)
�v =

[
0 120

131 0 142
131 0 120

131 0
]T

.
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